


Silicon Beach - a unique community of creatives is what you get when the 'work hard play
hard' mentality lends itself to be part of one's daily routine. It's the pace. The laid back flow.
The coastal cool lifestyle of ending the work day with a run along the beach or enjoying
happy hour with colleagues on the boardwalk. It's a place with a vibe unlike any other...

We see this hotel as an extension of the Silicon Beach lifestyle - One where social gatherings
and the exchaning of ideas is key. Meetings and networking events will give the hotel its
pulse as the bar lounge sets the tone for the bustling nightlife. The pool and courtyard will
double as the fermata... slowing down the pace and producing the relaxed rhythm startup
professionals crave.

The hotel will be the ultimate destination for the work/life balance that tech companies
preach. It's a place where you can feel the momentum and buzz of Silicon Beach... but more
importantly, it's a place where you can also slow down, grab a cocktail that packs a punch,
and just chill for a bit...



YOU'VE ARRIVED

Welcome to the Hilton! A space that is truly yours as much as it is ours. Pull up to our one of
a kind arrival experience as you begin your stay at Hilton. Feel the calming, coastal energy in
the covered porte cochere as you are greeted by our friendly staff memebers.





STAY A WHILE

Delight the palette at our epicurean destination. Whether its day or night, come in for a bite
that is carefully plated and catered to entice all your palatable senses. It's a design savvy spot
- the perfect place to unwind...with a glass of wine in hand, of course.





COME ON IN

Feel the buzzing yet relaxed Silicon Beach vibes as you enter the hotel and find yourself in
our inviting yet engaging lobby. Check in at our reception desk or through our new app based
technology as you sip on a drink at the bar... which ever option you choose, you know you're
in the right place.





ONE STOP SHOP

Running off to your next meeting and only have time for a quick bite?  Swing by our
convenient Grab and Go to get what you need. From freshly brewed coffee and refreshments
to little snacks and light fare to fuel you through your next meeting - the Grab & Go is your
one stop shop, complete with unique local artisan goods for a little memento from your stay
on the Westside.





WHAT'S YOUR FUNCTION aka Culvers Club

Complete with its own bar, our Cinema Screening room is the perfect spot for all types of
private events. Whether it is a tech networking event, a private screening or another industry
event, this space is a versatile and flexible to accommodate any type of social functioning
through its modular seating and large open space.





MIX & MINGLE aka Catalina Room

Grab your artisan cocktail from the bar and mix, mingle or lounge in a space complete with
interior landscaping to set the cool California vibe. It's a space that blurs the line between the
indoors and out. With doors that completely open up the space to the pool, this pre-function
area is a space that is truly Californian and acts as the perfect place of gathering for a
poolside event.





LET'S GET DOWN TO BUSINESS aka Media Center

Designed for the contemporary professional, our meeting spaces have a balance of formal
meeting rooms connected to outdoor patios lounges that encourage interaction and
innovation. These versatile conference rooms are equipped with cutting edge yet easy to use
technology that will meet the needs for all types of meetings or events.





SUIT UP aka Playa Vista

A. Conference Table
Contemporary conference table with integrated power and data.

B. No strings attached
Concealed and built in technology makes it easy to always stay wirelessly connected and
charged.

C. Credenza
From Hilton stationary and pens to coffee and a fully stocked minibar, find all your supplies
stored here.

D. Video & Art Wall
An interactive wall for impressive presentations or a digital art wall when a meeting is not in
session.

E. Writing on the wall
A unique Vivichrome Scribe writing wall for all to utilize during meetings and presentations.





LOOSEN YOUR TIE aka Ballroom Terrace

Refresh with a cocktail or get a breath of fresh air and sunshine while you lounge in the semi-
covered outdoor terrace. Situated closely to the meeting rooms and ballroom, the outdoor
lounge is the perfect spot for a break between meeting and events.





LOOSEN YOUR TIE aka Ballroom Foyer

Before heading into an event or meeting, we invite guests to mix and mingle in the casual yet
elegant large pre-function lounge area, complete with its own full service bar.







THE CAMPGROUND aka Redondo/Hermosa

A. The Campsite
Grab a seat at a meeting table with integrated power & date, and enjoy yourself in this
rejuvenating space. 

B. Loung Away
If you just need a moment to take it all in, grab a spot at one of the many lounge seating
groups and relax.

C. Gather Around
Pick a spot on the built-in stadium seating that surrounds the perimeter or hang out on
swaying hammock chairs.

D. Refresh
Fix yourself a snack or grab yourself a drink to fulfill all your food & beverage needs in our
express kitchen.

E. Screen Time
A floor to ceiling video wall makes it easy to show off your presentation and talk through the
big ideas.





THE HANGOUT aka Manhattan

A. Unwind
Grab a book and perhaps your coffee - this is the spot to sit back and relax or chat away with
a friend.

B. Preserving Stories
Admire the floor to ceiling bookshelf that is decked out with all sorts of surf memorabilia.

C. Caffeine Kick
Head over to the integrated coffee bar for a little pep in your step to get you through your
afternoon.





THE SKATE aka Executive Office

A. Freestyle
Grab a spot and work away at the unique 2-tiered built in platform seating designed to mimic
a skate park.

B. Carve
Set the curve by diving into your work at the built in counter workstation.

C. Nose Grind
Grab a table with built in power & data and kink out all the details of your big ideas.

D. Kick Back
Take a mental break and chill out with some friends in this lounge area seating group.

E. Off The Rails
Grab some brain food from this open kitchenette and refuel for the next workshop session.





SHAPING ROOM aka Marinas East & West

A. Snack & Study
A table that transforms from a dining table to a work top with integrated power and data.

B. Concealed Kitchen
Fix yourself a snack or grab yourself a drink to fulfill all your food & beverage needs in our
concealed kitchen. 

C. Dive In
Get comfortable and work away in our unconventional seating groups.

D. Have A Seat
Watch the action around you or view the video wall from the comfort of this lounge seating
area.

E. Game On
Network over a game of ping pong or a round of shuffle board that transforms into a
communal work table.
















